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Philosophy of Education
2005

the book aims to familiarise readers with the most important perennial questions in philosophy of
education it explores the ideas and views of famous indian and western philosophers theologians and
educationists with distinctive theories of education and methods of teaching it is a very exhaustive and
serious study on the subject

Philosophy of Education
2018-04-17

the first edition of nel noddings philosophy of education was acclaimed as the best overview in the field
by the journal teaching philosophy and predicted to become the standard textbook in philosophy of
education by educational theory this classic text originally designed to give the education student a
comprehensive look at philosophical thought in relation to teaching learning research and educational
policy has now been updated to reflect the most current thinking in the field a revised chapter on logic
and critical thinking makes the topic more accessible to students and examines how critical thinking
plays a role in light of the new common core standards philosophy of education introduces students to
the evolution of educational thought from the founding fathers to contemporary theorists with
consideration of both analytic and continental traditions this is an essential text not only for teachers
and future teachers but also for anyone needing a survey of contemporary trends in philosophy of
education

International Handbook of Philosophy of Education
2018-06-09

this handbook presents a comprehensive introduction to the core areas of philosophy of education
combined with an up to date selection of the central themes it includes 95 newly commissioned articles
that focus on and advance key arguments each essay incorporates essential background material
serving to clarify the history and logic of the relevant topic examining the status quo of the discipline
with respect to the topic and discussing the possible futures of the field the book provides a state of the
art overview of philosophy of education covering a range of topics voices from the present and the past
deals with 36 major figures that philosophers of education rely on schools of thought addresses 14
stances including eastern indigenous and african philosophies of education as well as religiously
inspired philosophies of education such as jewish and islamic revisiting enduring educational debates
scrutinizes 25 issues heavily debated in the past and the present for example care and justice
democracy and the curriculum new areas and developments addresses 17 emerging issues that have
garnered considerable attention like neuroscience videogames and radicalization the collection is
relevant for lecturers teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in philosophy of education as well
as for colleagues in teacher training moreover it helps junior researchers in philosophy of education to
situate the problems they are addressing within the wider field of philosophy of education and offers a
valuable update for experienced scholars dealing with issues in the sub discipline combined with
different conceptions of the purpose of philosophy it discusses various aspects using diverse
perspectives to do so contributing editors section 1 voices from the present and the past nuraan davids
section 2 schools of thought christiane thompson and joris vlieghe section 3 revisiting enduring debates
ann chinnery naomi hodgson and viktor johansson section 4 new areas and developments kai
horsthemke dirk willem postma and claudia ruitenberg

Philosophy of Education in Historical Perspective
2010-03-23

education students are continually asked to reflect upon their own philosophy of education and how it
relates to their teaching practice philosophy of education in historical perspective third edition focuses
on major educational philosophies that have had an impact on western education and helps the reader
to make sense of past and current trends and to place them in a historical context this third edition is
updated to correspond with the increasingly swift changes that have been taking place in education as
we move forward into the twenty first century it is hard to recall that only twenty years ago computers
were not part of standard classroom equipment this widely accessible edition will update the second
with another look at postmodernism as it has continued to develop in the past fifty years

Philosophy of Education
1982
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this new edition of philosophy of education the key concepts is an easy to use a z guide summarizing all
the key terms ideas and issues central to the study of educational theory today fully updated the book
is cross referenced throughout and contains pointers to further reading as well as new entries on such
topics as citizenship and civic education liberalism capability well being patriotism globalisation open
mindedness creationism and intelligent design comprehensive and authoritative this highly accessible
guide provides all that a student teacher or policy maker needs to know about the latest thinking on
education in the 21st century

Readings in Philosophy of Education
1999

this textbook seeks to explore the purpose and values of the philosophy of education and specific issues
of contemporary relevance

Philosophy of Education: The Key Concepts
2008-06-30

revised and updated with 25 new essays the fourth edition of this bestselling collection brings together
more than 30 leaders in the field of educational theory an engaging exploration of the ideas and trends
shaping education in today s classrooms philosophy of education includes topics on high stakes testing
consumerism in education and social justice issues in the classroom how can we teach students moral
values while avoiding indoctrination how should a teacher deal with controversial issues in the
classroom what role should standards play in education and who develops those standards and why is
the link between theory and practice in the classroom important in the first place philosophy of
education provides students teachers and administrators with a lively and accessible introduction to the
central debates and issues in education today

Philosophy of Education Concerns: Purposes, Content and
Methods of Education
1994

philosophy of education in action is an innovative inquiry based introductory text that invites readers to
study philosophy of education through the lens of their own observations and experiences structured
according to a wonder model of inquiry each chapter begins by posing a fundamental what if question
about curriculum pedagogy and the role of the school before investigating the various philosophical
perspectives that guide and influence educational practices classroom vignettes and examples of actual
schools and educational programs help to ground philosophical perspectives in real world scenarios
while the book s unique inquiry based approach leads students to both think critically about
philosophical questions and apply the concepts to their own teaching features of the text include what if
questions that structure each chapter to pique students curiosity stimulate creativity and promote
critical thinking authentic classroom vignettes that encourage students to analyze what it means to do
philosophy and to reflect upon their own practices examine their role in the educational process and
articulate their own philosophical beliefs a concluding section asking readers to imagine and design
their own hypothetical school or classroom as a project based means of analyzing synthesizing and
evaluating the different philosophies discussed accessible and thought provoking philosophy of
education in action provides a dynamic learning experience for readers to understand and apply
philosophy in educational practice

The Philosophy of Education: An Introduction
2010-05-04

this book provides an authoritative yet accessible guide to the philosophy of education its scope its key
thinkers and movements and its potential contribution to a range of educational concerns the text offers
a balanced view of three key dimensions first in giving an equal weight to different styles and modes of
philosophy second by including past and present perspectives on philosophy of education and third in
covering both the general perennial issues in philosophy and issues of more contemporary concern
section one of the book exemplifies different styles of philosophy paying attention to the contemporary
debates as to the nature possibilities and limitations of these different approaches to philosophy of
education section two is devoted to particular thinkers of the past and more general coverage of the
history of philosophy of education section three is dedicated to contemporary philosophic thought on
education providing the basis and reference point for an exploration of contemporary issues the
handbook is designed primarily to be useful to students studying the field of philosophy of education in
the context of the study of educational foundations or theory but it is also designed to be of use to
practising teachers who wish to gain easy access to current philosophical thinking on particular
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contemporary educational issues and to educationalists of all types who want a succinct guide to
questions relating to the nature the history and the current state of the art of philosophy of education

Philosophy of Education
2013-11-04

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Philosophy of Education in Action
2016-01-13

a companion to the philosophy of education is a comprehensive guide to philosophical thinking about
education offers a state of the art account of current and controversial issues in education including
issues pertaining to multiculturalism special education sex education and academic freedom written by
an international team of leading experts who are directly engaged with these profound and complex
educational problems serves as an indispensable guide to the field of philosophy of education

The Philosophy of Education
1973

these twelve articles consider central issues in the philosophy of education particularly the concept of
education the content of education teaching and learning and justification of education contributors
include john woods w h dray i scheffler p h hirst p herbst mary warnock r pring d w hamlyn and mrs p a
white

The SAGE Handbook of Philosophy of Education
2010-03-23

this book explores education in the 21st century in post modern western societies through a
philosophical lens taking a broad perspective of education and its attendant terminology assumptions
myths and influences the author examines why we teach as opposed to how in doing so he includes not
only teachers but all adults who are involved in bringing up children applying philosophical theories
throughout history to present day practice this volume is sure to be a useful resource not only for
teachers who are just starting out but those with an interest in education in the past present and future
this wide ranging book will be valuable for educators parents and educational policy makers and all
those who believe it takes a village to raise a child

Philosophy of Education: The Key Concepts
2002-01-04

the book is an excellent treatise on education as related to both sociology and philosophy there could
not be a more fundamental approach to the various problems of education than the one that the
learned author who is a doyen in the field of education has made in this book the book deals with the
study of as many as twenty four most well known and paramount issues in education that the students
and researchers in educational philosophy and educational sociology often seek and find great difficulty
in locating from most of the literature available in the market the book would be found highly useful by
students of philosophy and sociology of education

A Companion to the Philosophy of Education
2008-04-15

problems in philosophy of education canvasses several of the leading issues in philosophy of education
these include the disconnect between the disciplines of philosophy and philosophy of education the
strained relationship between educational practice and philosophy of education the role of educational
research in philosophy of education and the lack of an independent scholarship for philosophy of
education james scott johnson argues for a philosophy of education separate and distinct from both the
disciplines of philosophy and education and claims that philosophy of education should raise and
address its own questions and concerns supporting this is a model of how philosophy of education
should originate basic questions together with a set of philosophic presuppositions regarding the model
s logic ethics politics and relationship to science and social science
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The Philosophy of Education
1973

philosophical perspectives on teacher education presentsa series of well argued essays about the
ethical considerationsthat should be addressed in teacher training and educationalpolicies and practices
brings together philosophical essays on an underserved yeturgent aspect of teacher education explores
the kinds of ethical considerations that should enterinto discussions of a teacher s professional
education illuminates the knowledge and understanding that teachers needto sustain their careers and
long term sense of well being represents an important resource to stimulate contemporarydebates
about what the future of teacher education should be

The Meaning of Education
1915

addresses the challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society and the need to
fuse vocational and contemplative studies into a universal education

Philosophy of Education
1976

it is sometimes said that the philosophy of education is not a serious and coherent philosophical area of
inquiry john wilson examines this argument taking it as the starting point for his book he believes that
most philosophy of education until now has been little more than the promotion of particular ideologies
and that progress can be made only by a more analytical approach the central problems lies in
establishing a few basic concepts principles and categories and questions which will form the skeleton
of the subject he therefore outlines the nature of philosophy of education and defines some of its major
problems by examining key notions such as the value of education the nature and implications of
learning and what should be learned

Your Philosophy of Education--what is It?
1981

philosophy is vital to the study of education and a sound knowledge of different philosophical
perspectives leads to a deeper engagement with the choices and commitments you make within your
educational practice this introductory text provides a core understanding of key moments in the history
of western philosophy by introducing key transition points in that history it investigates the plight of
present day education a period in which the aims and purposes of education have become increasingly
unclear leaving education open to the rise of instrumentalism and the forces of capital accessibly
written the book carefully analyses the common assumptions and conflicted history of education
provoking questioning about its nature and purposes the authors argue vigorously that thinking critically
about education from a philosophical perspective will give practicing and trainee teachers as well as
students on undergraduate education and masters level courses a fuller command of their own role and
context

Educational Philosophy for 21st Century Teachers
2018-04-20

never before published this book features george herbert mead s illuminating lectures on the philosophy
of education at the university of chicago during the early 20th century these lectures provide unique
insight into mead s educational thought and reveal how his early psychological writings on the social
character of meaning and the social origin of reflective consciousness was central in the development of
what mead referred to as his social conception of education the introduction to the book provides an
overview of mead s educational thought and places it against the wider social intellectual and historical
background of modern educational concepts

Socio-Philosophical Approach to Education
2005

this book develops for the readers plato s socrates non formalized philosophical practice of learning
through questioning in the company of others in doing so the writer confronts plato s socrates in the
words of john dewey as the dramatic restless cooperatively inquiring philosopher of the dialogues whose
view of education and learning is unique 1 it is focused on actively pursuing a form of philosophical
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understanding irreducible to truth of a propositional nature which defies transfer from practitioner to
pupil 2 it embraces the perennial on the wayness of education and learning in that to interrogate the
virtues or the good life through the practice of the dialectic is to continually renew the quest for a
deeper understanding of things by returning to reevaluating and modifying the questions originally
posed regarding the good life indeed socratic philosophy is a life of questioning those aspects of
existence that are most question worthy and 3 it accepts that learning is a process guided and
structured by dialectic inquiry and is already immanent within and possible only because of the
unfolding of the process itself i e learning is not a goal that somehow stands outside the dialectic as its
end product which indicates erroneously that the method or practice is disposable for learning occurs
only through continued sustained communal dialogue

Philosophical Foundation Of Education
2019-02-07

this volume provides an introduction to the philosophy of education which will enable students meeting
the subject for the first time to find their way among the many specialized volumes it deals in a non
technical way with the more important issues raised in a philosophical approach to education and gives
a clear idea of the scope of the subject after discussing different theories of the aims of education
whether mechanistic or organic the author addresses practical issues for example about the curriculum
the distinction between education and indoctrination the role of authority and discipline and the place of
religious and moral teaching finally he deals with some important aspects of education and the
influence of different political structures on the philosophy of education

Problems in Philosophy of Education
2015-04-27

the importance of philosophy in teacher education maps the gradual decline of philosophy as a central
integrated part of educational studies chapters consider how this decline has impacted teacher
education and practice offering new directions for the reintegration of philosophical thinking in teacher
preparation and development touching on key points in history this valuable collection of chapters
accurately appraises the global decline of philosophy of education in teacher education programs and
seeks to understand the external and endemic causes of changed attitudes towards a discipline which
was once assigned such a central place in teacher education chapters illustrate how a grounding in the
theoretical and ethical dimensions of teaching learning and education systems contribute in meaningful
ways to being a good teacher and trace the consequences of a decline in philosophy on individuals
professional development and on the evolution of the teaching profession more broadly with this in
mind the text focusses on the future of teacher education and considers how we can ensure that
philosophy of education feeds into the excellence of teaching today this book will be of great interest to
graduate postgraduate students as well as research scholars in the field of educational philosophy and
history of education in addition it will be useful for those involved in teacher education and in particular
course module and program development

Philosophical Perspectives on Teacher Education
1966

published in the year 1988 an introduction to philosophy of education is a valuable contribution to the
field of education

Democracy and Education
2010-02-25

philosophy in education questioning and dialog in k 12 classrooms is a textbook in the fields of pre
college philosophy and philosophy of education intended for philosophers and philosophy students k 12
classroom teachers administrators and educators policymakers and pre college practitioners of all kinds
the book offers a wealth of practical resources for use in elementary middle school and high school
classrooms as well as consideration of many of the broader educational social and political topics in the
field including the educational value of pre college philosophy the philosophies of education that inform
this philosophical practice and the relevance of pre college philosophy for pressing issues in
contemporary education such as education reform child development and prejudice and privilege in
classrooms the book includes sections on the expansion of philosophy beyond higher education to pre
college populations the importance of wondering questioning and reflection in k 12 education the ways
that philosophy is uniquely suited to help students cultivate critical reasoning and independent thinking
capacities how to develop classroom communities of philosophical inquiry and their potentially
transformative impact on students the cultivation of philosophical sensitivity and positive identity
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formation in childhood strategies for recognizing and diminishing the impact of social inequalities in
classrooms and the relationship between introducing philosophy in schools and education reform

Preface to the philosophy of education (International Library
of the Philosophy of Education Volume 24)
2017-04-24

a series of public lectures given at the institute of education university of london provides the nucleus
around which this collection originally published in 1967 is gathered this collection provides
comprehensive coverage of a complex theme which will be of interest to those involved in the fields of
philosophy and education alike topics covered include the logical and psychological aspects of learning
the concept of play rule and routines teaching and training philosophical models of teaching

Education and Philosophy
2015-11-17

in this important survey an international group of leading philosophers chart the development of
philosophy of education in the twentieth century and point to signficant questions for its future presents
a definitive introduction to the core areas of philosophy of education contains 20 newly commissioned
articles all of which are written by internationally distinguished scholars each chapter reviews a problem
examines the current state of the discipline with respect to the topic and discusses possible futures of
the field provides a solid foundation for further study

Philosophy of Education
1974

this book evaluates the increasingly wide variety of intellectual resources for research methods and
methodologies and investigates what constitutes good educational research written by a distinguished
international group of philosophers of education questions what sorts of research can usefully inform
policy and practice and what inferences can be drawn from different kinds of research demonstrates the
critical engagement of philosophers of education with the wider educational research community and
illustrates the benefits that can accrue from such engagement

Philosophies of Education
2017-12-01

philosophical documents in education 3 e masterfully argues that students can better understand and
practice their profession by reading contemplating and discussing the great philosophic tradition in
education an edited anthology of 18 primary source materials in educational philosophy this text
provides a wide range of both historical and contemporary viewpoints book jacket

Plato’s Socrates, Philosophy and Education
2010-02-25

Philosophy of Education (International Library of the
Philosophy of Education Volume 14)
2019-08-29

The Importance of Philosophy in Teacher Education
1969

What is Philosophy of Education?
1978
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Philosophies of Education
2002-09-11

An Introduction to Philosophy of Education
2016-02-11

Philosophy in Education
2010-02-25

The Concept of Education (International Library of the
Philosophy of Education Volume 17)
2008-06-09

The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of Education
2007-10-22

Philosophy, Methodology and Educational Research
1996

Philosophical Documents in Education
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